Media Release

New Small DC servo motor range – DCX update.

The new DC motor series recently released in Australia receives a revised shipment packaging method that is particularly suitable for Australian distances and conditions.

Breaking ground on many fronts the DCX DC motor range incorporates a completely configurable ordering system whereby customers can select the most suitable features required for the motor without the need for typical modification and customisation delays and expense. The new motors will now also be shipped in a modern new “green” packing method. maxon DC motors in the past have been shipped in polystyrene foam trays. These are still an extremely effective way to transport motors throughout Australia offering protection from moisture, electrostatic discharge (with an applied ESD coating) and protection from impact. However new shipments for the 10mm, 22mm and 35mm diameter DCX series of motors and gearheads will come in a single piece folding cardboard box that is not only more easily recycled but still offers excellent environmental protections. The ESD protection is now inclusive via an internal pad and film which also secures the motor in place. The pictures here show the simple new packing process.

Contact maxon motor Australia Pty Ltd for further information on the new DCX motors, GPX gearheads and ENX encoders.
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